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To be sound the local plan needs to be based on sound evidence. The HEDNA evidence is 
therefore the  crucial document supporting the plan.
The additional evidence submitted in documents EX82 and EX83 supports the original conclusions 
drawn from the HEDNA.
Having carefully examined the submitted evidence ,we support the findings of the HEDNA and  
consider it to be sound.
The HEDNA considers the impacts of commuting in the district based on HMA and district  census 
information. The SFRI Gateway examination utilised local employment statistics.  Both methods 
came to similar conclusions on the housing requirements and are in line with our previous 
submissions. HEDNA  adjusts the OAN upwards by 56dpa to account for high levels of 
employment forecasted. We therefore consider that the HEDNA is sound in respect of employment 
led commuting.

NWL has an HEDNA uplift of 10% or 20dpa to increase affordable housing provision. Increasing 
this target further is not justified and would not lead to increased housing provision. As stated in our 
previous submission achievement of affordable housing provision is restricted by NWLDC policies 
limiting achievement, not the target provision. We conclude that the HEDNA is sound in affordable 
housing provision.

NWL has a significant adjustment of 76 dpa , the largest % uplift of any District in the HMA. We 
conclude that HEDNA is sound and that the local plan housing numbers should be adjusted to 
meet HEDNA requirement. 

The declaration by Leicester City that it is unable to achieve it target OAN is a matter for further 
discussion by the HMA authorities. The conclusion of NWLDC that this will require an upwards 
adjustment of NWL housing target is premature and based on no evidence. In fact evidence 
suggests that as NWL has already a raised OAN and is the furthest distance from Leicester of any 
districts suggests that extra housing in NWL to support the city would be unsustainable.

NWLDC must also properly take into account "Travel to Work Areas"  as recommended by HEDNA 
for both Leicester City and NWL employment sites.

We reiterate our previous submissions that the local plan housing requirement should be 
reduced in line with HEDNA evidence and that any future adjustments required at HMA level 
and extension of the plan to 2036 should be subject to a further revision in due course.


